We prove higher summability for the gradient of minimizers of strongly convex integral functionals of the Calculus of Variations
Introduction
We deal with the regularity properties of constrained minimizers of non-autonomous integral functionals of the Calculus of Variations
where Ω is a bounded open subset in R n and the integrand f satisfies the (p, q) growth condition
2)
x ∈ Ω, ξ ∈ R N×n , 2 ≤ p < q, and 2 ≤ n < N. A wide literature is devoted to the study of the regularity properties of unconstrained minimizers of (0.1): both the cases p = q and p < q are covered with a remarkable level of generality: see, among others, [1, 15, 16, 24, 25, 26] and [2, 9, 10, 12, 17, 18, 35, 36, 38, 39] respectively. In the framework of (p, q)-growth, the question of regularity is particularly delicate already in the unconstrained case, since one has to take into account not only of the vectorial nature of the problem, [14, 27, 29, 41, 44, 45, 49, 50] , but also the ratio q/p, which can not be too large [22, 23, 33, 36, 38, 40, 42] . When a geometric constraint comes into play, the situation becomes correspondingly much more involved and, even in the simplest cases, minimizers may be singular, [31, 32] . The case of constrained minimizers is very well understood for functionals with natural growth, that is p = q. If the target manifold exihibits a relatively simple topology, it is possible to recover the majority of the techniques available for the unconstrained case and suitably modify them in order to deal with the complications mostly due to the curvature of the constraint. In this perspective, it is worth recalling the classical [46] , where is partial regularity proved for minimizers of functionals of the type "energy plus lower order terms" defined on maps between Riemannian manifolds. Their procedure heavily relies on the substantial energy structure of the integrand, which turns out to be fundamental for deriving a scaling inequality needed for the construction of smooth maps approximating a minimizer and satisfying the constraint condition. The regularity theory is then obtained by showing that the energy has the right decay to obtain, by Morrey's Lemma, that solutions are locally Hölder continuous. We also mention [37] , which treats a general class of functionals with nice blow-ups. The novelty in his approach mainly consists in the introduction of a construction of comparison maps involving retractions in Euclidean space. This, in the case of the Dirichlet integral, simplifies the proof in [46] . A more general situation is considered in [29, 30] , where partial regularity for minimizers of functionals with p-growth is proved provided the target manifold is simply [p] − 1 connected. Gehring-Giaquinta-Modica Lemma is then exploited to show higher integrability for the gradient and, as a consequence, Hölder continuity of minimizers outside a relatively closed set of zero (n − p)-dimensional Hausdorff measure. Recently, analogous results have been obtained in [34] for holonomic minimizers of quasiconvex functionals with p-growth: here the question of partial regularity is handled by showing approximate harmonicity for local minimizers. This permits to compare them to solutions of bounded, linear elliptic systems with constant (frozen) coefficients to derive estimates which show that the Excess Function has the right decay. As a result, solutions have Hölder continuous gradient away from a relatively closed set of zero Lebesgue measure.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no such results for constrained minimizers of functionals with (p, q)-growth, which are interesting nevertheless, since they are related to several models used in particle physics, [19, 48] . As a first step towards the developing of a complete regularity theory for solutions of this class of problems, we consider the simplified case of certain non-autonomous, strongly convex functionals with (p, q)-growth in low dimension, i.e. n < p < q < N − 1. We do not use this assumption to exploit the continuity given by Morrey's Theorem for "removing" the constraint by introducing local coordinates. This hypotheses will only have a role when dealing with the critical term due to the curvature of the sphere appearing in the Euler-Lagrange equation. This combined with the fact that minimizers are, a priori, only W 1,p loc -functions, constitutes the major obstacle to overcome. Our main result in this setting can be summarized by the following claim.
For notation and assumptions, we refer the reader to Section 1. Let us spend a few words on our procedure. It can be framed into two steps.
Step 1. We focus on some classes of functionals with (p, q)-growth, not affected by the Lavrentiev Phenomenon in the unconstrained case, [7, 8, 18] , and show how to manipulate this condition in such a way that it takes into account also the presence of the constraint. In other words, we show how to transform any
Step 2. We employ the approximating sequence obtained in Step 1 to construct a family of perturbed, constrained problems as to produce a sequence of maps (v j ) j∈N with values in the unit sphere together with uniform estimates which will permit to transfer the q-regularity from (v j ) j∈N to u. In this perspective, we would like to point out an important detail: since the competitors take values in the sphere, in general we can not expect uniqueness, so we need a way to address the approximating sequence, which a priori can converge to any local minimizer of the original problem, to the "initial" one. Once defined suitable, more regular, perturbed functionals, we derive the associated Euler-Lagrange equation and exploit Morrey's embedding Theorem to get uniform estimates on (v j ) j∈N by reading Hölder continuity as fractional differentiability in Fractional Sobolev spaces. Finally, we pass to the limit in j to transfer the regularity of the v j 's to u. Our technique mainly relies on the one developed in [18] , to prove the equivalence between the absence of Lavrentiev Phenomenon and the extra regularity of the minimizers for unconstrained, non-autonomous variational problems.
Notations, Main Assumptions and Functional Setting
Let Ω ⊂ R n be an open, bounded subset, n ≥ 2, N ≥ 4, f : Ω × R N×n → R, Carathéodory function. We study the regularity properties of constrained minimizers of integral functionals
We assume that the integrand f satisfies
for any x, x 1 , x 2 ∈ Ω, ζ, ζ 1 , ζ 2 ∈ R N×n . The exponents p, q are such that
where α = min(σ, κ), and κ = 1 − n p is the Hölder exponent provided by Morrey's Theorem. Moreover, by f ′ (x, ζ) we mean the first derivarive of f in the ζ variable, i.e.: f ′ (x, ζ) = D ζ f (x, ζ). We shall focus on three classes of integral functionals, which clearly can be traced back to the general form (1.1):
The integrand in (A) covers the general autonomous case, for class (B) we shall assume that
and the integrand in (C) is such that 4) and the f i 's are the densities of the model energies
For technical reasons, we shall also assume:
(H5) There exists K > 0 such that
K depends only on N, p, q and on the structure of f, but not on x, v, or a.
Remark 1 Some comments on assumptions (H1)-(H5) are in order. First, notice that (H3) implies that ζ → f (x, ζ) is convex. This observation, combined with (H2) gives the existence of a positive c = c(n, N, q, C) such that, for any x ∈ Ω and ζ ∈ R N×n ,
Moreover, we do not need to assume f to be twice differentiable with respect to ζ. As a result, the strict (or degenerate) convexity of f is not formulated as 6) for any ζ, η ∈ R N×n , x ∈ Ω. If f is C 2 in the ζ variable, then (H4) implies the left-hand side of (1.6) with a slightly different ellipticity constant, see [18, 38] . Hypotheses (H5) pays for the generality of f . In fact, as we will see in Section 3, provided some restrictions on h in (E 4 ), we do not need to assume it for functionals of class (C).
Following [34] , we briefly discuss the definitions and main properties of the function spaces in which we set our problem.
Definition 1 The Sobolev space of mappings into
The set (1.7) inherits strong and weak topologies from W s,p (Ω, R N ).
The local space W Owing to the (p, q)-growth behavior of F, we shall adopt the following notion of local minimizer.
(Ω, S N−1 ) is a constrained local minimizer of F if and only if
) and all open ω ⊂⊂ Ω, where
We stress that (H2) and (1.8) 1 imply that Du ∈ L p loc (Ω, R N×n ), so, if ω ⊂ R n is any set with Lipschitz boundary compactly contained in Ω,
However, in view of the (p, q)-growth behavior of the integrand we note that F is coercive on W 1,p (ω, R N ) while it is continuous on W 1,q (ω, R N ). As a consequence we are forced to consider also
When strict inequality holds in (1.9), the Lavrentiev's phenomenon occurs, see [7, 8, 18] . We are going to prove that
where (v j ) j∈N is a certain sequence converging to u with respect to the W 1,p -norm and theF j 's are suitably perturbations of F . This will render the local higher integrability for Du.
Remark 2
The left-hand side in inequality (1.9) raises an additional question on whether or not any minimizer u, which a priori is just a W 1,p -function, could be trace for a W 1,q -map. The answer is affirmative, since u(x) ∈ S N−1 almost everywhere, and a simple approximation argument together with embedding theorems for trace spaces prove that
provided q < p + 1 and ∂ω is sufficiently regular. According to (1.3), this last condition is matched.
Remark 3 When referring to balls, or, more generally, other subsets of R N we will stress it with the apex "N" and the constant ω N will denote the (N − 1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure of S N−1 . Moreover, if A ⊂ R n or A ⊂ R N is any measurable set, we shall equally denote with |A| its n-dimensional Lebesgue measure or its N-dimensional Lebesgue measure, the context will dissipate any confusion. Unless differently specified, c will denote a positive constant, not necessarily the same in any two occurrences, the relevant dependencies being emphasized.
5
We list some well known results related to the embedding properties of functions belonging to fractional Sobolev spaces. Our main references for this section are [17, 18, 20, 26, 38] . Let h be any real number and e s the unit vector in the s direction, s ∈ {1, · · · , n}. For vector-valued maps G : R n → R N we define the finite difference operators
and the left and right shift,
The first lemmas explain how to control translations.
Lemma 1 For every t with 1 ≤ t < ∞ there exists a positive constant C such that
for every G ∈ L t (B 2R (x 0 )), for every h with |h| < R, for every s ∈ {1, · · · , n}.
Lemma 2 For every p > 1 and G : B R (x 0 ) → R N we have
for every x ∈ B ρ (x 0 ), with |h| < R − ρ, and every s ∈ {1, · · · , n}, where 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1 and the constant c = c(N, p) is independent of µ.
Then, we recall the fractional Sobolev embedding theorem localized on balls. It can be obtained from the original version, set in the whole R n , by an appropriate use of a cut-off function between the balls B ρ (x 0 ) and B R (x 0 ). The explicit dependence of the constants on the radii ρ and R is also stressed.
for every h with |h| ≤
The next is an iteration type result.
where c = c(θ, β) > 0. 6 3 Higher Regularity for Solutions
Extension Results
We start with a Lemma stating the non occurrence of the Lavrentiev Phenomenon, at least when considering R N -valued approximating sequences.
loc (Ω, S N−1 ) be a local minimizer of (1.1), where F belongs either to class (A), (B) or (C). There exists a sequence
Since the regularity we aim to prove is of local nature, from now on we shall work on a fixed ball B R (x 0 ) ⊂⊂ Ω. Clearly all the forthcoming results will be valid on any ball compactly contained in Ω.
In the next Lemma, we are going to show how to convert the sequence (u j ) j∈N obtained in Lemma 5 into a sequence (
Our construction is inspired by [29, 43] .
Proof. For the sake of clarity, we split this proof into two steps.
Step 1.
for a. e. x ∈ B R (x 0 ), for all a ∈ B N 1/2 (0) and
Fubini-Tonelli's Theorem and (3.1) yield that
Now consider the sets
Since by (i.),
By Fubini-Tonelli's Theorem and (i.),
Now we need to show that for any j ∈ N there exists an a j ∈ B N 1/2 (0) such that f (x, Dw
a. e. in B R (x 0 ), where C = Nω −1 N 2 N+1 K and K is the constant given by (H5), and this is straightforward to obtain. In fact, using Markov's Inequality, (H5) and the definition of C, we get that
Summarizing, we can conclude that for any j ∈ N, there exists an a j ∈ B N 1/2 (0) such that
. Now, remembering the definition of the K j 's, from (3.6) 1 and the Dominated Convergence Theorem we obtain
and, as a direct consequence of (3.6) 3 , (3.7) and (ii.), by the Dominated Convergence Theorem we obtain
Step 2.
Using the identity u · Du = 0, it is easy to see that eitherũ = u orũ = −u, and the last one is excluded by the strong convergence of (Dv j ) j∈N to Du. For later uses, we stress that the Trace Inequality renders
(Ω, S N−1 ) be a local minimizer of (1.1). Then there exists a sequence
Proof. The thesis follows directly by applying Lemmas 5 and 6 to u.
Remark 4
From the construction developed in Lemma 6, we can deduce that we do not need to assume (H5) for functionals of type (C), if in addition we assume that h : concave, non decreasing and there exists M > 0 :
where h is as in (E 4 ). In fact, suppose for the moment that the densities f i , i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, satisfy (H5). If g is any member of class (C), then
where the w a 's are as in (H5), we used (1.4) andc = max i∈{1,2,3,4} (c 3 i ) + 1. Hence, we only need to show (H5) for the f i 's. Given their structure, it is immediate to verify (H5) for f 1 , f 2 and f 3 , so we shall focus only on f 4 . Define the following quantities:
and notice that
Exploiting the properties of h and the bounds on L, by Jensen's Inequality we obtain
Remark 5 It is worth noticing that we never used assumption (1.2) for this part. We are aware of the fact that when (1.2) is in force, then it is possible to obtain a sequence (v j ) j∈N ⊂ W
1,q loc
(Ω, S N−1 ) strongly converging to u in the W 1,p -norm by directly projecting on S N−1 the mollified sequence (u j ) j∈N = (ϕ j * u) j∈N , which is well defined by means of the uniform convergence given by Morrey's Theorem. However, because of the generality of the integrand and of its (p, q)-growth, it is not very clear how to show in this case the convergence of f (·, Dv j (·)) to f (·, Du(·)) in the L 1 -norm.
Higher Integrability for the Gradient
Here we use our Extension results in order to develop the announced approximation scheme. For B R (x 0 ) ⊂⊂ Ω and for any j ∈ N we define the numbers
is the sequence provided by Corollary 1, and the functions
with z ∈ S N−1 , ζ ∈ R N×n . The functions H j satisfy the following properties: f (x, Dv)
is not a linear space, so, apart from some special cases, [31, 32] , it is not possible to exploit the convexity of the integrand to guarantee uniqueness of solutions. This is not a problem, since for completing our regularity proof we only need the existence of at least a solution to (3.13), which results from Direct Methods, [26] .
As a first step towards the proof of the higher integrability of Du, we derive the Euler-Lagrange equation for the family of constrained problems (3.13).
Lemma 7 (Euler-Lagrange Equation)
Let v j ∈ W 1,q v j (B R (x 0 ), S N−1 ) be any solution to the constrained variational problem (3.13). Then, there holds
14)
for any ϕ ∈ C ∞ c (B R (x 0 ), R N ).
Proof. Take ϕ ∈ C ∞ c (B R (x 0 ), R N ), s ∈ (−δ, δ) and define v s j = v j +sϕ |v j +sϕ| . Since |v j | = 1, choosing δ small enough, v s j is a well defined variation on the target for s ∈ (−δ, δ). We compute
Using the fact that v j is a minimizer, together with (3.15) and (3.16) we obtain
which is (3.14).
Remark 7
In spite of the severe complications induced by the constraint, formulation (3.14) permits to reflect the constraint condition on the structure of the integrand, so the test function ϕ is totally free. Furthermore, by density, (3.14) holds for any ϕ ∈ W
Now we can state our main theorem, which exploits the procedure developed in [18, 21] . (Ω, S N−1 ) is any local minimizer of (0.1), then
Moreover, for any 0 < ρ < R there exist three constants c = c(n, N, p, q, t, α, C) < ∞,β =β(n, p, q, t, α) > 0,α =α(n, p, q, t, α) > 0, such that
Proof. Notice that, taking j ∈ N sufficiently large, by (3.9) and minimality we have that
where
is the sequence given by Corollary 1. So, by virtue of Morrey's Theorem, we can uniformly bound the oscillation of the v j 's as
Moreover, in the following, s ∈ {1, · · · , n} and h ∈ R satisfies
Testing (3.14) against ϕ = τ −hs (η 2 τ hs (v j )), which is admissible by Remark 7 and because
and taking into account of the fact that τ hs and D commute, we obtain
We use integration by parts formula and multiplicative rule for finite difference operators, [15] , as to obtain a suitable expression of terms (I)-(IV), and then estimate them.
Term (I).
Since v j takes values into
Using (3.11) and Lemma 2, we estimate (I) 1 1 as
Moreover, by Hölder's inequality, (3.18), (3.19) and Lemma 1, 22) and, from (3.18), (3.19) , Lemma 1 and the boundedness of the quantities involved,
Moreover, by (3.18), (3.19) , Lemma 1 and (3.12), 24) and, in a similar way,
Collecting estimates (3.21)-(3.25) we can conclude that 26) with c = c(n, N, p, q, C) > 0.
Term (II).
We use the multiplicative rule for finite differences operators, the fact that 28) and (3.18) to obtain
Term (III) contains the same terms of term (II), so, exploiting again identities (3.26)-(3.27) and (3.18) we obtain 30) for c = c(n, N, p, q, C) > 0.
Term (IV).
Finally proceding as before and taking into account that the v j 's and u are bounded, we can conclude that
From estimates (3.26), (3.29) , (3.30) , (3.31) , identity (3.14), and (3.19) 3 , summing on s ∈ {1, · · · , n} we can conclude that 32) with c = c(n, N, p, q, C) > 0 and m 1/p is as in (3.18) and both are independent of j.
From Lemma 3 we deduce that
Furthermore, remembering (3.20) , there exists c = c(n, N, p, q, α, τ, C) < ∞ such that 35) it follows that 36) where c = c(n, N, p, q, α, τ, C). From the arbitrariety of r < d < R, it follows that
Now we consider γ > δ to be chosen later. By Hölder inequality we get that
(3.39)
We would like to pick γ in such a way that the inequalities
are satisfied. Since
the third inequality in (3.40) is implied by the second one. So we only need to check the other two inequalities in (3.40) , which are respectively equivalent to
All in all, we can find γ with the aforementioned features if and only if
which is equivalent to
This last condition is matched, by (1.3).
We turn back to (3.39) and we apply Young inequality to obtain
where c = c(n, N, p, q, α, τ, C) > 0. Notice that the right-hand side of (3.42) is finite because of (3.36). Now we apply Lemma 4 with the choice
therefore we use (3.42) for the values ρ ≤ r < d ≤ R − ν. This choice is possible because of (3.37), so h(r) is bounded over [ρ, R − ν]. It follows that
with c = c(n, N, p, q, α, τ, C) andm is as in (3.44) . Since both c andm do not depend on ν, we let ν → 0, so (3.43) is still true for σ = 0. Now definẽ
Fixing τ in such a way that t < np n−2τ , from (3.43) and (3.9) we get
where c has the aforementioned dependencies.
As already pointed out in (3.17), the sequence (v j ) j∈N is uniformly bounded in
By weak lower semicontinuity, we get 45) where c = c(n, N, p, q, τ, α),α, β andβ are as in (3.44) and we used the explicit expression ofm. Moreover
We stress that, in particular, w ∈ W 1,p u (B R (x 0 ), S N−1 ), thus the minimality of u gives
From (3.46) and (3.47) we get
f (x, Dw) dx and
|w − u| p dx = 0, and the higher integrability of Du is proved. p(x)−2
where ζ 1 , ζ 2 ∈ R N×n , x ∈ Ω, µ, µ i ∈ [0, 1] and ζ 1,i = (ζ k 1,i ) k∈{1,··· ,N} , ζ 2,i = (ζ k 2,i ) k∈{1,··· ,N} ∈ R N . Since (H3.1) and (H3.2) score only the coercivity condition, we just need to modify (3.21) as done in [18] , Theorem 5, to conclude that the result in Theorem 2 remains true also for (E 1 ), (E 3 ) and (E 4 ). (Ω, R N×n ).
Remark 9 For S 1 -valued maps, the whole analysis can be considerably simplified in presence of a radial structure. Precisely, let Ω ⊂ R n be simply connected and
is a normal, convex integrand satisfying, for some exponent p ∈ [2, ∞), the coercivity condition F(x, ζ) ≥ |ζ| p for all ζ ∈ R 2×n and a. e. x ∈ Ω. We consider the corresponding variational integral 48) with w ∈ W 1,p (Ω, S 1 ). Fix g ∈ W 1,p (Ω, S 1 ) so that F(·, Dg(·)) ∈ L 1 (Ω). Using the direct method it is easy to prove the existence of a minimizer of (3.48),ū ∈ W 1,p g (Ω, S 1 ). Notice that, as well known from the Lifting Theorem, [5, 6, 43] , we can findφ ∈ W 1,p (Ω) so thatū = e iφ (with the obvious identification C R 2 ) and from the trace theorem it follows that g ∂Ω = e iφ ∂Ω . Now, if ϕ ∈ W 1,p ϕ (Ω), then clearly e iϕ ∈ W 1,p g (Ω, S 1 ), and since |D(e iϕ )| = |Dϕ|, we deduce that f (x, |Dφ| 2 ) = F(x, Dū) ∈ L 1 (Ω) and
for all ϕ ∈ W 1,p ϕ (Ω). Thus the variational problem for (3.48) reduces to a variational problem for real-valued functions, and we can therefore use the much stronger results available in the scalar, radial case. Such an approach is very interesting, since it allows tracing a vectorial variational problem back to a scalar one, and, by common sense, scalar minimizers have more hopes for higher regularity than their vectorial "counterpart". For instance, we may apply these ideas on the model energy for Double Phase Variational Integral (E 2 ) F (u, Ω) = Ω |Du| p + a(x)|Du| q dx.
Let us recall that their regularity theory is now very well-understood in the unconstrained case, see [3, 11, 12] . In particular, by Theorem 1.4 in [12] we obtain that u ∈ C 1,β loc
(Ω, S 1 ). We conclude by stressing that, if h : Ω × R 2×n → R is a Carathéodory integrand such that thenφ is an unconstrained quasi-minimizer of F (w, Ω) = Ω f (x, |Dw| 2 ) dx. In fact, as above,
for all ϕ ∈ W 1,p ϕ (Ω). A detailed analysis on this matter will be the object of a forthcoming paper, [13] .
